DIRECTIONS TO DSC LEGAL
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BY CAR
By car you can reach the city centre (urban district of Berlin-Mitte)
from all directions. Our offices are located in the DZ Bank building at
Pariser Platz 3 (between the US Embassy and the Academy of Arts and
only a few metres away from the Brandenburg Gate).
You will find free parking spaces in the underground car park of the
DZ Bank building (only after prior reservation!), the entrance to which
you can reach via Behrenstraße 73, 10117 Berlin. After activating the
intercom (in front of the barrier, left) the security service will assign
you a parking space (number).
From the underground car park (2nd basement level) please go to the
lift and go up to the ground floor (please press „0“ in the lift). After
exiting the lift, you will find Pariser Platz on the left-hand side. Please
turn right and enter the building. Please report to reception. The security service will then escort you to us.
Additional parking spaces (parking fees are charged) are available in
the underground car park of the Hotel Adlon, the entrance to which is
located at Behrenstraße 70, 10117 Berlin. From Hotel Adlon (main entrance) it is only about 100 metres to the DZ Bank building at Pariser
Platz 3 (left side of Pariser Platz). After entering the building, please report to reception. The security service will then escort you to us.
Further parking spaces in the vicinity of Pariser Platz are located, for
example, along the roads “Straße des 17. Juni” and “Hannah-ArendtStraße”.

DSC Legal Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH
Pariser Platz 3 | D-10117 Berlin
T +49 30 - 889 29 44-0 | F +49 30 - 889 29 44-99
contact@dsc-legal.com
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BY TRAIN
Please travel by train to the nearest stops “Hauptbahnhof” (Central
Station) or “Friedrichstraße”.
From the station “Hauptbahnhof” you can reach Pariser Platz with
the underground line U5. Please take the U5 in the direction of „U Hönow“ and get off at the stop „S+U Brandenburger Tor“ (2 stops).
From the station Friedrichstraße you can reach Pariser Platz with
the S-Bahn train lines S1, S2, S25 and S26. Take the S1 in the direction
of „Wannsee“ or the S2 towards „Blankenfelde“ or the S25/S26 towards „Teltow Stadt“ and get off at the station „S+U Brandenburger
Tor“ (1 stop).
Please leave the station „S+U Brandenburger Tor“ in the direction of
Brandenburg Gate. Pariser Platz is located in the immediate vicinity.
Please keep left and go to the DZ bank building at Pariser Platz 3.
After entering the building, please report to the reception. The security service will then escort you to us.

BY TAXI
Travel time from:
•
•
•

Berlin Brandenburg Airport (BER)  . . . . . . . . . . . approx. 35 min.
Hauptbahnhof (Central Station):  . . . . . . . . . . . capprox. 10 min.
Friedrichstraße . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . approx. 5-10 min.

BY PLANE
From Berlin Brandenburg Airport (BER)
Terminals 1 & 2:
The airport railway station (level U2) is located directly below Terminal 1. From here you can reach the centre of Berlin four times every hour
with the airport express and regional trains combined. The journey
takes about 30 minutes. In addition, the S-Bahn train line S9 connects
the BER with the city centre.
Airport Express and regional trains: Take the Airport Express (line
FEX) to the terminal station „Hauptbahnhof“ (Central Station) and get
off at this station.
Alternatively, you can take the regional trains of line RE7 in the direction of „Dessau Hauptbahnhof“ or line RB14 towards „Nauen“.
Please get off at the station „Friedrichstraße“ or the station „Hauptbahnhof“ (Central Station).

From the station Friedrichstraße you can reach Pariser Platz with
the S-Bahn train lines S1, S2, S25 and S26. Take the S1 in the direction
of „Wannsee“ or the S2 towards „Blankenfelde“ or the S25/S26 towards „Teltow Stadt“ and get off at the station: „S+U Brandenburger
Tor“ (1 stop).
Please leave the station „S+U Brandenburger Tor“ in the direction of
Brandenburg Gate. Pariser Platz is located in the immediate vicinity.
Please keep left and walk to the DZ Bank building at Pariser Platz 3.
After entering the building, please report to reception. The security
service will then escort you to us.

BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT IN BERLIN
stops near DSC Legal:
•

S-Bahn train lines S1, S2, S25 and S26:
Nearest stop: S+U Brandenburger Tor

S-Bahn train: Please take the S-Bahn train line S9 in the direction of
„Spandau“. Please get off at the station „Friedrichstraße“ or the following station „Hauptbahnhof“ (Central Station).
Continue your journey from Hauptbahnhof / Friedrichstraße to Pariser Platz: From Hauptbahnhof (Central Station) you can reach Pariser
Platz by underground line U5 (direction „U Hönow“). Please get off at
the station „S+U Brandenburger Tor“ (2 stops).

•

Underground lines U5, U2 and U6:
Nearest stop: S+U Brandenburger Tor (line U5)
Further stops: Mohrenstraße (line U2), Unter den Linden (line U6)

•

Bus lines 100, 200 and 245:
Nearest bus stop: S+U Brandenburger Tor (lines 100, 200 and 245)

From the station Friedrichstraße you can reach Pariser Platz with
the S-Bahn train lines S1, S2, S25 and S26. Take the S1 in the direction
of „Wannsee“ or the S2 towards „Blankenfelde“ or the S25/S26 towards „Teltow Stadt“ and get off at the station „S+U Brandenburger
Tor“ (1 stop)
Please leave the station „S+U Brandenburger Tor“ in the direction of
„Brandenburger Tor“. Pariser Platz is located in the immediate vicinity.
Please keep left and walk to the DZ Bank building at Pariser Platz 3.
After entering the building, please report to reception. The security
service will then escort you to us.

Terminal 5 (former Schönefeld Airport SXF):
Terminal 5 of Berlin Brandenburg Airport (BER) also has its own railway station („Flughafen BER - Terminal 5“), which provides an S-Bahn
train connection to the centre of Berlin (additional regional trains will
not be available there until 2022).
Please take the S-Bahn train line S9 in the direction of „Spandau“
and get off at station „Friedrichstraße“ or the following station
„Hauptbahnhof“.
Continue your journey from Hauptbahnhof / Friedrichstraße to Pariser Platz: From Hauptbahnhof you can reach Pariser Platz by underground line U5 (direction „U Hönow“). Please get off at the station: „S+U
Brandenburger Tor“ (2 stops).
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